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in hethe wake of the prince william work boat each ERV can also store
sound oil spill last year alyestaalyeskaalycska over 130000 gallons of recovered
hahas added and equipped a fleet of oil and water
large highly sophisticated escort in addition to the escorts several
vessels the fleetifleeta primary objective other SERVS vessels are on call in

is to prevent future oil spills ifaif a prince william sound including a
spill docsdoes occur despite prevention DSV dynamic skimming vessel
measures the fleet will respond capable of retrieving and storing
immediately and help minimize the 5885 88 million gallons of oil and
spill and its potential effects water a lighteringlighterinklight ering vessel with a

tolb do aqsqso eacheahbah vessel is specifically storage capacity of 7567.567 56 million
designed and equipped for oil spill gallons and a weir boom response
prevention and emergency response vessel WRV with large scalewale
each is also manned by crews skimming capabilities five ship
specially trained in prince william assist lugstugs aream also available for
sound escort and response service

AalyeskasAlyIXMeskas shipSNP efescortCOW response & resources
response vessel alyestaalyeskaalyesks has expanded its prince

system SERVSOEM william sound spill prevention and
initial response force to over too100

SERVS comprises customized people including vessel crews oil
vessels and equipment strategically spill specialists and support
ppositioned0 s 1t bonedoned in valdezvalde and other key personnel all highly trained for

billiamzilliam
1locations0cat 0n s I1in prince william sound and committed to prevention and
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it includes six vessels two tank response work many have lived
barges two integrated tug barge and worked in the area all their lives

units and emergency spill contain and aream familiar with the waters of
ment and recovery equipment all prince william sound local
on call 24 hours a day and all alert fishing boats are also available for
and standing by whenever a laden spill response additional
tanker is in prince william sound equipment stockpilesstockpilerstock piles are also beingbeins

all laden tankers leaving the planned for locations around the
valdez marine terminal are escorted sound
60 miles through prince william
sound by two SERVS vessels at A job milwell done
least one of which is a 2104wt210 foot
ERV escort response vessel the equipment manpower and
both travel within one half mile of strategies that alyeskaalyesta has added to
the tanker giving its crew additional prince william sound are intended
eyes and earscars to help avoid danger to prevent a future catastrophe
if the tanker should encounter alyestaalyeskaalycska is ready to u16ust the
power or navigation problems the resources and meansmeanibeani necessary to
escort vessels are equipped to towlow do a hard job well
or otherwise assist it

in preparation for spill response for more information
each ERV camelcarries 46004.600 feet of contact corporate affairs alyeskaalyesta
containment boom two portable pipeline service company 1835183 S

surface skimmers and a 20 footfool bragaw anchoranchorageage alaska 99512
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on the job
captain tim plummer and eric and serves on the USLI S coast guard

beckmann are key to alyeskasAlyeskas chemicaltransportationchemical transportation advisory
SERVS unit Coincommissionmission

As manager ofservsof SERVS tims eric is a SERVS vessel super
responsibilities include managing visor he has lived in alaska for
the fleet and its over 100 people he nearly 19 years and has worked for
has 20 years of maritime experience alyeskaalyesta since june of 1989 eric
an unlimited masters license and a has his mastersmasten license and Is

degree from the maine maritime involved with the seward charter
academydemy tim devotes his own limetime boat association
to hee prince williamwiuiamwiliam sound users
associationoclation as a board member
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